True Wireless Earbuds

Sesh™ Evo makes it easier than ever to go truly
wireless. With an impressive set of features that
makes the price look even smaller, there’s no
reason to hold out.

KEY SELLING POINTS

FEATURES
True Wireless via Bluetooth® 5

TRUE WIRELESS MEANS NO WIRES.
AND NO WIRES MEANS NEW FREEDOM.

BE FREE, NOT FEARFUL.

Once you go truly wireless, it’s easy to forget life

IP55 rating for sweat, water, and dust

before it. And the only thing you have to
remember now is charging. Fortunately, Sesh
Evo has a super long battery life. The earbuds
themselves hold up to 5 hours of playtime and
you can get nearly 4 full charges (24 hours total)
just by putting them back in the case. Plus, with
Rapid Charge, the first 10 minutes of charging
gives you up to 2 hours of playtime.
COMPLETE CONTROLS.
With a full set of media controls, you can adjust
volume, skip tracks, take calls, activate an
assistant, and select different EQ modes without
ever touching your phone. Plus, you can use
either bud by itself.

Designed for durability, Sesh Evo boasts an

Up to 24 Hours Total Battery
5 Hours in Bud + 19 Hours in Case

resistance. For more peace of mind, a built-in

Rapid Charge: 10 Minutes = 2 Hours

Tile® tracker helps you find your buds if you

Easy to Connect

ever misplace them. And with the Skullcandy
Fearless Use Promise, if anything ever

IP55 Sweat, Water, and Dust Resistant
Earbuds

happens to a bud or the case, we’ll replace

Titanium Coated Drivers

the part at a discount.

Call, Track, and Volume Control

SIMPLE AND SEAMLESS TO USE.

Activate Assistant

Sesh Evo is intuitively easy, and connecting

Single Button Controls

to devices is simple right out of the box.

Use Either Bud Solo

The earbuds automatically enter pairing

Track and Find if Lost via Tile®

mode the first time they power on. And after
that, they’ll automatically pair with the last
device you used.

Music, Movie, and Podcast EQ Modes
USB-C Charging Cable
Fearless Use Promise
2-Year Warranty

